
From: John Luker <jcluker2@...> 
Date: Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 9:06 AM 
Subject: Flickr 
To: "Merrilee (HQ-NB000) Fellows" <mfellows@...>, "Jennings, Stephanie" 
<Stephanie.Jennings@...>, Kamara Sams <kamara.sams@...>, arthur.j.lenox@..., "James A. 
(MSFC-AS10) Elliott" <allen.elliott@...>, Barbara Tejada <btejada75@...>, Beverly Folkes 
<folkes9@...>, SSMPA Officers <newSSMPAofficers@...>, Suzanne Goode <sgood@...>, Ron 
Schafer <rscha@...> 
Cc: Tom Eisenhauer <teisenhauer@...> 
 

Good day all, 
 
Please go to; 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/johnclukerii/sets/72157624856775550/with/4948847712/ 
 
If you could please go through this set and let me know if there are any factual errors. I'm 
going to go out on a limb and I want to make sure I'm not TOOO far afield before I start 
publicizing it. I understand if some of you cannot comment, but, I wanted to make you all 
aware of what I'm going to be saying. 
 
The SSMPA is working up a statement about the draft agreements. It will be along these 
lines. Stay tuned. 
 
Thank you all for your help and encouragement. 
 
Enjoy,  
John Luker 

Vice-President,  
Santa Susana Mountain Park AssociatiON 
XXX-XXX-XXXX 
 

Expect nothing! Blame no one! Do something! 



From: Michael Collins <mlc@...> 
Date: Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 10:35 AM 
Subject: Re: Flickr 
To: John Luker <jcluker2@...> 
Cc: "Merrilee (HQ-NB000) Fellows" <mfellows@...>, "Jennings, Stephanie" <Stephanie.Jennings@...>, 
Kamara Sams <kamara.sams@...>, arthur.j.lenox@..., "James A. (MSFC-AS10) Elliott" <allen.elliott@...>, 
Barbara Tejada <btejada75@...>, Beverly Folkes <folkes9@...>, SSMPA Officers 
<newSSMPAofficers@...>, Suzanne Goode <sgood@...>, Ron Schafer <rscha@...>, Tom Eisenhauer 
<teisenhauer@...>, Bonnie Klea <bonnie1@...>, "Daniel O. Hirsch" <dhirsch1@...>, Janna Orkney 
<orkney@...>, Louise Rishoff <Louise.Rishoff@...>, Margery Brown <probationdiva@...>, Mercedes Azar 
<mazar@...>, Rick Brausch <rbrausch@...>, Joan Bien <joanbien@...>, Patty Coryell <PattyC1217@...>, 
"Rev. John Southwick" <revjohn98@...>, Terry Matheney <matheney@...>, Denise Duffield 
<dduffield@...>, Alec Uzemeck <alecmu@...>, Barbara Johnson <bjtrona@...>, Dawn Kowalski 
<dlizzie@...>, Holly Huff <hollyhuff1@...>, Marie Mason <mariejmason@...> 
 
John, 
 
That you would blind copy me, and who knows who else, suggests plenty about how you operate. That you 
would posit that cleaning up SSFL to background would be bad because the place is so pretty suggests even 
more. 
 
So as one of the bcc'd here, and as a reporter, let me ask you about this comment on one of the photos: This 

Plant is in the Southern Buffer Zone. In an Oak Riparian Woodland, right across the creek from a spring that 
is known to be seeping TCE. 
A phrase comes to mind... "Over my dead body!" 

Are you saying that you would fight to the death over this lovely stream even though it may be impacted by 
TCE? Are you saying that the draft DTSC agreement with DOE and NASA is a grave mistake because one 
has more chance of getting cancer from driving on the 405 freeway than being at an unremediated SSFL? 
Are you suggesting that there be no cleanup, or at least no cleanup in these lovely spots? 
 
Also, note my open cc list here - I want to make sure that some folks see this because your opinions are 
important. In the interests of an open and inclusive discussion, would you "reply all" here and also tell us 
who was on your blind copy list? 
 
Michael Collins 
EnviroReporter.com 
(And for LA Weekly & Ventura County Reporter) 


